
CHAPTER 12

Eva and Maya raised their hands to their faces, very scared, even Maya cried out in terror
when she saw the body on the bed. At first glance, they thought it was some kind of giant
worm, but when they focused a little more, they saw Rob.

Rob's torso was still covered with his short-sleeved T-shirt, but the sides had burst. From his
torso's sides now grew 3 arms on each side, which were scattered on the bed. His torso
continued, but from his hips no longer grew legs. Instead, there were a pair of huge balls of
meat at each side, and in the center continued a cylinder of meat that tumbled over the edge
of the bed. In his groin, where his penis should have originally been, it had grown
enormously. It lay on the bed with a length Eva had only seen in a few of her more extreme
photos.

By simply leaning in slightly, Maya and Eva could see across the bed, as the end of the meat
cylinder ended up resting on the floor: A glans the size of a beach ball.

"It's a penis!" they both thought. But they were certainly speechless. Maya was very scared,
she started to hyperventilate, but Eva instead was amazed and very excited. She could
hardly believe it, her friend has also mutated!! and in a… brutal way!!
"Eva! Eva!! Eva!!!" She had to repeat Maya, since Eva seemed in a trance “What are we
going to do?? Poor Rob! How could this have happened to him?" Maya was very affected
and about to cry.
"No, I do not know!!" Eva said, trying to be as affected as Maya "I think... we should call the
authorities, right??"
“Yes, you're right, but… is Rob okay?? Is he alive ?? " Maya said very desperate.
“Yes, I think he breathes, wait…”
Eva approached the edge of the bed and held Rob's forehead, who made a gesture as if he
wanted to wake up without success.
“Yeah, he's alive, but he's kind of unconscious. I think the mutation must have occurred just
a few minutes ago."
"But... for the love of God... what happened to the poor guy??"
"I... I think... well, it's obvious, isn't it?" She said she was pointing out the obvious.
“That.... then… is… a penis??” Maya said, scandalized and barely believing it "There can't
be something so big, it's impossible!!"
"I think at this point nothing is impossible, Maya"
“Oh my God, oh my God…poor Rob!! What is he going to do now?? Maya left the room very
affected and with tears running down her cheeks. She was beginning to experience the
same anxiety that she suffered when she was the one who mutated, this reminded her a lot
of the experience she suffered herself.

Eva, for her part, stayed on the edge of the bed, admiring Rob's body and holding his head,
trying to bring him back to himself.

"Maya! Call 112, please!” Eva said from the room. Maya obeyed very nervously, while Eva
tried to wake up Rob, but nothing happened. While, Maya explained the situation to the
emergency team, giving details that Maya thought were absurd.



“....Yes, a penis 3 meters lenght... What part don't you understand? Why don't you bring
someone here asap?? please!!" Maya was screaming.

“Maya, calm down, really, Rob is fine. He is alive, I don't believe he is at risk right now. The
mutation has rendered him unconscious, but he will come to his senses in a few moments,
you'll see. And the last thing he needs to see is two hysterical girls running scared around
here."
“Okay… you're right, but dammit! I was complaining that I looked like a monster… but this is
amazing!”

Within a few minutes, Rob began to show signs of regaining consciousness. He began to
shake his head and close his eyes. His arms began to move. The 3 on each side copy the
same movements, trying to rub their eyes.
"Rob!.. Rob, it's Eva... are you okay?" Eva said as soon as he opened his eyes.
"What... What happened? I feel very strange… what are you doing here?” He said totally
clueless
“Please stay calm. You've had an… accident. You mutated a few minutes ago.”
"What…? How have I mutated? Rob was like fresh out of a brutal hangover he barely
understood what they were saying.
"Yes, it is important that you remain calm, but your body has mutated." Eve said. Maya
watched the scene with great apprehension as she saw how his arms moved
"But what…?" Rob said, looking down. Then he saw his 6 arms in front of him. He got a little
scared, and tried to move them away from him, but they wouldn't go away, it was clear that
they were his. “My goodness, but what is this??” Rob suddenly woke up "This... this is
mine???" He was starting to get a little scared. He tried to sit up in bed, but nothing
happened except a small movement of his torso. "Why can't I move... my... my..."

Then he looked down as from his waist nothing made sense "... Legs ???"
He screamed and tried to move, dragging herself with his arms, inadvertently slapping Eva,
which scared her.

“Rob, calm down! do not move. The doctors come right away. But stay calm. You no longer
have legs, you have… well…
this…."
"This?? but what is that?? and these things on the sides? what the hell is all this?? I look like
a fucking penis!! and that penis? is it... is it my penis?? why is it so… long??” Rob said very
upset
“Rob, Rob! calm down! everything will be fine, you have to calm down, Rob! look at me, look
at my face” Eva said trying to control the situation. Rob looked directly at her very scared
“Listen to me, nothing hurts, right? It has been a mutation, you have changed. But it is not
the end of the world, you will get used to it, but you have to calm down”

Maya was shocked by the mutation, she stood in the corner of the room not daring to move.
“Okay… okay…” He said, still nervous “But then… I don't have legs anymore?? I have
become… a penis?? a giant penis? Rob still did not assume what had happened, although
his eyes saw it clearly, his brain could hardly believe it.

Just then, Sam appeared through the bedroom door.



"What's going on here? I've seen the door forced and…” He didn't finish the sentence. Both
Rob, Eva and Maya were surprised to see Sam, who became white as a sheet. Seeing the
possibility that it would go out of bounds, Eva tried to calm the situation.

"Sam, don't worry. Rob has just mutated, we arrived just 5 minutes ago… Rob, just tell us,
do you have pain? How do you feel??"

Seeing Sam, Rob stared blankly. He barely reacted, seeming in a trance. “Rob! Answer me!
Do you have pain??”

Rob reacted looking at her with a circumstantial face "I... I... no, it doesn't hurt at all, but...
Eva... what... what am I going to do now??"

Eva didn't know the correct answer “Your mutation has been… a bit aggressive. your six
arms, seeing how it happened with Maya, it will take time, but you will be able to control
them well. The rest of your body…”

Rob looked at Eva waiting for an answer, he also looked at Maya and Sam, who were clearly
shocked, which made him more nervous. He understood that the situation was very serious.
But Eva did not know very well how to look for the positive side of the rest of the mutation.

Just then, 4 doctors in full protective suits entered the room. In a violent way, they took Eva,
Maya and Sam and took them out of the room leaving them in charge of other doctors
shouting concise orders. They were quite scared, but they obeyed. Three others stayed with
Rob, who started yelling “Eva! Maya! Sam!! What are you going to do to me? help me!!”

But the doctors told him to calm down, and they must have injected something, because
Rob stopped screaming.
“What are they going to do to him? don't hurt him!" Eva yelled
“Please calm down, we will proceed according to health protocols. Now we will carry out
some transmissibility tests. We ask for your collaboration”

As soon as some police officers also in protective suits entered, they understood that they
did not have many other options.

They injected some reagents, and after a few minutes they did another series of tests.
Meanwhile, Rob was still in the other room, supposedly unconscious. As soon as she could,
Eva called Rob's mother, who in less than an hour came to her apartment. By then, the
doctors were done. Rob was left in the care of his mother, who was very affected, but she
promised to take care of him. Eva, Maya and Rob, according to the tests carried out on
them, were not transmitters of the mutation, but Rob had to maintain a 10-day quarantine as
a precaution. So they left Rob's house.

All three were very shocked. Maya was still crying a little, worried about Rob, and Sam,
barely saying anything. The fact that his body's friend had turned into a giant penis was not
easy to digest. But Eva, on the other hand, had to fake all those feelings, because in reality,
inside her she was hallucinated and very excited. And also tremendously frustrated too. Why
was Eva still unchanged?



Eva, Maya and Sam were finally alone, and they were able to discuss what had happened.
"My God, and I was complaining about my mutation, Rob's thing is horrible!" Said Maya very
affected.
“My goodness, what… what is going to become of him now??” Sam lamented.
“Guys.. guys! don't come down on you too! It's still Rob, he needs us to treat him normally.
The best we can do is normalize what has happened. Maya, you have already been through
this, you know how much it costs you to accept yourself, he will need our unconditional
support, if not, he will go into depression!” Eva said, scolding them both.
"Yes... yes, you're right," Maya said.

“But… but have you seen the size of… of that?” Sam was still shocked. He seemed quite
dismayed at the sight of Rob's body. Maya looked at Sam a bit embarrassed: If he knew that
she had 8 penises bigger than his...

“Yes, Sam, it is very big, but you have to get over it. Rob just changed, and you have to see
that your friend is behind all that. If you can't stand it, you better stop watching it. Now he
needs us”
"Don't be so dramatic, Eva, I know, but understand that it affects me, just two hours ago, the
biggest penis I had ever seen in my life was my penis... and not one that was 3 fucking
meters long!”
Sam! please... stop focusing on penises, please..." Maya said also affected
"Okay, okay... I'll try..."
“It's still Rob, and he's going to be very affected. This has happened to him, but it could have
happened to any of us” Eva said
"Well, not me anymore..." Maya said.

Maya explained to them what the tests consist of: He would spend the rest of the day in his
house confined to his room, and when they assess the extent of the mutation, and his vital
signs, they will issue the corresponding report.

Finally, each one went home, having agreed to connect with Rob as soon as he was
available.

Eva was also very affected. But maybe for different reasons than Sam and Maya. Returning
home, her head was spinning again, and her soul froze again when she remembered the
mail that she had received just the day before. It couldn't be a fluke anymore. Someone was
either warning her or threatening her. What could she do? It was impossible to trace that
mail anyway. And Rob's mutation? It was really shocking. She couldn't get it out of her head,
just like Maya's, she had by her side two of the most extreme mutants she had ever seen,
and she had seen many mutants.

That night she confessed to Alex what had happened. She had to tell it to someone!
She mentioned the mail again, and this time Alex agreed with her: that was already much
more of just a coincidence. Someone was leaving him messages to her. But why? she
couldn't answer it. He told him to be on the lookout for any signs. What was happening was
beginning to be sinister, and the cases of affected people were growing little by little, to the
greater concern of all.



She should tell the others about these emails? to the police? no, there was no longer time to
be brave. If she confessed this, she would have to confess that she also received Maya's
warning, and it would be even worse. She had to face her own cowardice. She couldn't say
anything.

Despite this, they commented on what her mutation consisted of, and Alex was also
amazed. He would love to see it, but Eva couldn't do that to her friend. Which Alejandro
understood perfectly.

Again, she asked Alejandro why she didn't mutate. Was everyone going to mutate but her?
What joke of fate was this? Besides, Rob's body also attracted him a lot, like everyone really.
She wondered how a member of that size would feel. Her head was jumping between
affection for her friend's tragedy and attraction for what had actually happened to her. Finally
her libido won out over reason, and she ended up masturbating late with the image of Rob
still fresh in her head.

But the pandemic was far from stabilizing, as Eva found out over the next few days...


